Social Behavior Change for Family Planning Scavenger Hunt

By the end of this game, participants will:
1. Learn what this tool contains, starting with training in behavior change basics and then working through practical methods for social and behavior change.
2. Consider advantages of the tool and when it is appropriate to use.
3. Offer feedback and identify opportunities to facilitate

This scavenger hunt corresponds with the Social Behavior Change for Family Planning tool. You can find answers beginning with the cover, and then throughout the curriculum. Warning: There is a trick question below!

1. This is for integrating [WHAT TYPE OF HEALTH PROGRAM CONTENT]____________________ into [WHAT TYPE OF HEALTH PROGRAM CONTENT]____________________.

2. Although it has that specific focus, is it able to be used for other sectors/health topics? YES/NO

3. This mini-training is based on what longer six-day training?____________________

   Bonus: Have you or anyone at your organization ever undergone the longer training? _____

4. How many days do you need to bring in a training/facilitation expert to prepare for and run the workshop? ________________________________

5. What specific facet/aspect of family planning programming does this tool build skills in? ________________________________

6. If you were taking this workshop, what would YOU personally answer to questions #1 and #5: “Doing something new” on page 26?______________________________

7. Somewhere in this curriculum, there is a list of six principles of behavior change. What is principle #3? ________________________________

8. What type of analysis tool is taught for use in learning more about the priority group and influencing group? ________________________________

   Bonus point: Have you ever used this tool? When and Where?______________________________

9. At one point during this workshop, trainees are sent into the community to do what? ________________________________
10. In Step 8, trainees use the information they have gathered to develop a behavior change strategy, through what two training activities?

________________________________________________________

11. On what page will you find a case study based in Mali? ________ On what pages will you find several summaries of Best Practices, Success Stories, etc? ___________

12. This tool was developed in response to specific requests from the global health / MCH communities. However, we all know that it is difficult to get organizations to actually use tools like this, due to implementation pressures, competing demands, etc.

Would you use it at your organization? Why or why not?

How do you think we can best get this tool used? (Bonus point for most creative answer!)

BONUS QUESTIONS from
Better Together: Linking Family Planning and Community Health for Health Equity and Impact
found at online at coregroup.org/bettertogether

List two specific examples where incorporating FP into another type of program can help that program reach its goals.

Why would you need to link TB and family planning programs?